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What is the UK Industrial Strategy?

Published by government in 2017, it sets out how the UK will create an
economy that boosts productivity and earning power across the country
The vision is for the UK to:
— be the world’s most innovative economy
— create good jobs and greater earning power for all
— have a major upgrade to its infrastructure
— be the best place to start and grow a business
— have prosperous communities across the country.
To achieve this, it is important to ensure every part of the UK
realises its full potential

What is productivity?

Productivity measures how much output is produced by a given input
– for example, the value of the goods or services produced per worker
within a region or sector

Improving productivity means more output can be produced with given inputs

Productivity matters because it is a key driver of economic growth, social
prosperity and living standards. In the long run, a country’s ability to raise
living standards is almost entirely down to its ability to increase productivity

How is the UK Industrial Strategy structured?
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Foundations

Ideas

the world’s most innovative economy

People

good jobs and greater earning power for all

Infrastructure

a major upgrade to the UKs infrastructure

Business Environment

the best place to start and grow a business

Places

prosperous communities across the UK
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Grand Challenges
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Sector Deals

(published to date - more planned)

Artificial intelligence
and data economy

Aerospace

Clean growth

Artificial Intelligence

Future of mobility

Automotive

Ageing society

Construction
Creative industries
Life sciences
Nuclear
Offshore wind
Rail
Tourism

What is the North East Local Industrial Strategy?

The North East Local Industrial Strategy will be an evidence
based delivery plan extending to 2030 that is aligned to the
UK’s Industrial Strategy, setting out how the North East will
play its part to boost productivity and living standards for its
residents and businesses.
It will:
— Set out how the region and government will work together to
maximise our contribution to UK productivity
— Identify areas where we can drive North East industrial and
business growth and include propositions to contribute to the UK’s
Grand Challenges and Sector Deals
— Provide information to inform investment programmes for future
funding, subject to future consultation.

How does the Local Industrial
Strategy fit with the North East
Strategic Economic Plan?

Grow and develop
North East economy

6 Targets

Increase the number of
jobs by 100,000 by 2024

70% of all jobs created
between 2014 and 2024
will be better jobs

Close the gap with
England excluding
London in the
employment rate for
people aged 16-64 by
2024

Reduce the gap with
England excluding
London in economic
activity for people aged
16-64 by 50% by 2024

Reduce the gap with
England excluding
London in private sector
employment density by
50% by 2024

Reduce the gap with
England excluding
London in GVA per hour
worked by 50% by 2024

Delivery mechanism to increase productivity
and living standards
Maximise North East assets and opportunities
to address our challenges.

North East Local Industrial Strategy governance

Secretary of State for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy

North East LEP Board

Decision making

North East Local Industrial
Strategy Steering Group

Representatives from:
– Government
– North East Local Enterprise Partnership
– North East Combined Authority
– North of Tyne Combined Authority
– Newcastle University

Advisory
North East Local Industrial
Strategy Working Group

(on behalf of four universities)

Progress to date
2018
July

Governance

2019
August

September

October

November

Secretary of
State announces
government will
work with North
East to develop LIS

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

Monthly meeting of Steering Group and Working Group
LEP Board
approves
approach

LEP Board
reviews
progress

LEP Board
reviews initial
evidence

LEP Board agrees
vision and reviews
initial strategy

Development of evidence base, using North East Economic Evidence Forum as ‘critical friend’

Evidence

Review of North
East productivity
commissioned

North East’s approach
to developing evidence
base reviewed by
cross –Whitehall LIS
Analytical Panel

Review of North
East sectors,
assets and
competencies
commissioned

Our Economy
published

North East
evidence base
reviewed by
cross–Whitehall
LIS Analytical Panel

Ongoing discussions with government
Engagement with regional partners through established structures and ad hoc discussions

Engagement
Strategic
Economic Plan
engagement event

Other

Engagement event to
consider implications and
of productivity review
Policy meetings with
government departments
Launch of refreshed
Strategic Economic Plan

Discussions with
LA7 Economic
Directors

LIS Summit

Questions?

What does the UK Industrial Strategy say about Ideas?

— Our ability to innovation - to develop new ideas and deploy them - is one
of Britain’s great historic strengths, from the jet engine and the bagless
vacuum to MRI scanners and the World Wide Web.
— We are a global leader in science and research, top in measures of research
excellence and home to four of the top 10 universities in the world.
— We need to do more to translate research excellence into application in
industrial and commercial practice and into greater productivity.

What are the key Ideas policies in the UK Industrial Strategy?

Industrial Strategy context
The key policies set out under the Ideas Foundation in the Industrial Strategy are to:

Raise total research and
development (R&D) investment to
2.4% of GDP by 2027.

Increase the rate of R&D
tax credit to 12%.

Invest £725m in new Industrial
Strategy Challenge Fund
programmes to capture the value
of innovation.

What are the key Ideas policies in the UK Industrial Strategy?

These seek to address four specific challenges the UK faces in relation to Ideas:
Neither the government nor the private sector is investing enough in R&D, holding back the productivity
of public services and business and risking the UK losing out to other countries in the race to develop
the technologies and innovations that will shape the businesses and markets of the future.

Improving our ability to turn exciting ideas into commercial products and services and capture their
maximum value, with our world-class science and research not always feeding through to worldleading home-grown businesses.

Building research and innovation excellence across the UK, capitalising on current strengths and
fostering the local ecosystems that can support innovation and sustained growth.

What are the key Ideas policies in the UK Industrial Strategy?

Ensuring the UK remains a world leader in global science and innovation collaboration. This is currently
highly international (for example, with 17% of UK R&D investment financed from abroad and half of UK
R&D performed in business that are foreign-owned) but UK leadership is being challenged by emerging
economies and competition grows for research talent and private investment.

The Industrial Strategy sets out four Grand Challenges. These are major global challenges that the
UK needs to respond to but that also provide significant opportunities. The Grand Challenges are:
— AI and data economy

— Future of mobility

— Clean growth

— Ageing society.

Whilst these are separate to the foundations, the Industrial Strategy includes details within the
Ideas Foundation on the next wave of Industrial Strategy Challenge Funds that will seek to catalyse
activity in the Grand Challenges. Similarly, it will be important that the North East Local Industrial
Strategy makes links between the Ideas Foundation and its inputs into the Grand Challenges.

Ideas in the North East

The ideas foundation is closely aligned to the innovation programme
of delivery in the North East Strategic Economic Plan
Some of the challenges and opportunities identified in the Plan are
relevant and will help inform the North East Local Industrial Strategy

Business
growth

Innovation

Skills, employment,
inclusion and
progression

Transport
connectivity

Investment and
infrastructure

Ideas challenges set out
in the Strategic Economic Plan
There is a low number of headquarters and research, development and innovation
(RDI) facilities in the North East. As these are functions that are most likely to
engage in innovation, this limits the level of innovation in the region

The North East is a relatively small economy, meaning there are fewer
opportunities for innovation to arise from a large number of potential collaborators
and competitors being in close proximity to each other than in other areas

Lower levels of investment in research, development and innovation than
comparator areas, particularly from private sector

The region has a wide range of innovation assets including universities, catapults
and national centres of excellence - but more needs to be done to ensure
businesses are utilising these to improve commercial returns and to solve social
challenges.

Ideas opportunities set out
in the Strategic Economic Plan
Local knowledge and business strengths are relevant to growing markets,
providing opportunities for North East businesses to capitalise on innovation and
to develop new products and services, processes and markets.

There is growing understanding and interest in open-innovation and challengebased approaches to innovation provide the basis for new collaborative,
commercially focused activities, building on our established test and
demonstration capabilities.

Potential for increased investment, including through the government’s target of
2.4% of GDP for innovation and dedicated funds (National Productivity Investment
Fund), support productivity and efficiency gains from innovation.

Questions?

Developing an evidence base for North East LIS

Builds on earlier research
undertaken in North East
and ongoing of research
being undertaken in
region and more widely.

Our annual ‘state of the region’
report, Our Economy provides
overview of the North East LEP
area economy and how it is
changing over time. This year’s
report focused on what makes
the North East competitive.

Commissioned review of
North East productivity
performance and what
underpins this.

Have used North East Economic Evidence Forum as ‘critical friend’
to review evidence base throughout LIS development process.

Commissioned review
of North East sectors,
competencies and
assets that can
support productivity
improvements.

What the LIS evidence tells us about the opportunities
and challenges for Ideas in North East ?

The North East has relatively low levels of innovation with:
• 42% of businesses reporting they are innovation active, compared to 51% in England
excluding London.
• Expenditure on research and development (R&D) within the North East region was
£707 million in 2017, equivalent to 1.3% of GVA. This is a lower proportion than across
England excluding London.
• Expenditure on R&D by North East region businesses was £384 million in 2017.
£1.8million was spent on R&D by North East region businesses for every 10,000
adults, compared to £4.9 million across England excluding London and is about a fifth
of the rate of expenditure in the best performing region (East).
• Over a half (54%) of North East R&D expenditure was by businesses, compared with
almost three quarters (74%) in England excluding London.

What the LIS evidence tells us about the opportunities
and challenges for Ideas in North East ?

The review of North East sectors, assets and competencies found that:
• Key strengths in relation to innovation included that the North East is a favourable
environment for trials (particularly in relation to ageing), that there are a number of
areas of specialism or expertise in the North East that link to the Grand Challenges or
other potentially substantial ‘game changers’ and that the size of and collaboration in
the North East makes silo thinking less of an issue than in other areas.
• Other issues highlighted included presence of a number of excellent demonstrator
facilities with scope to build on this, strength of universities and potential to use these
to encourage greater innovation in region and to embed multinationals, strong track
record in undertaking innovation especially in relation to process innovation.
• Key challenges highlighted include the need to address risk aversion in relation to
innovation, to overcome challenges presented by internal company competition and
distance from corporate decision making, improving availability of relevant skills and
reducing fragmentation both in terms of public sector support and North East voice.

What the evidence tells us about ‘what works’ in Ideas?

Evidence on innovation programmes suggest that those programmes which:
• Provide R&D grants, loans and subsides can positively impact productivity, employment or firm
performance. There is some evidence that support of this nature is more likely to increase employment than
productivity and is more likely to improve outcomes for SMEs.
• Emphasise collaboration perform better than those that just support private firms. Encouraging
collaboration might have an additional positive effect on generating positive outcomes in an area of interest.
• Target particular production sectors do slightly worse in terms of increasing R&D expenditure and
innovation, compared to those that are ‘sector neutral’

There is currently a lack of evidence on the impact of key aspects of programme design, timing of effects
specifically long-term impacts of interventions and studies that focus on one element of the ‘chain’ from
increased R&D spend, through innovation, to improved firm performance.

Consideration on key trends to help shape future innovation systems that promote productivity gains should
include: the spread of global value chains; the increasing importance and mainstreaming of knowledgebased capital; rapid technological progress, including the digital economy and the role of particular agents –
entrepreneurs, policymakers, firms or other organisations.

Questions?

– Does the evidence base reflect your understanding
of the Ideas Foundation?
– Is there anything missing from the evidence base?

What are we doing already?

Key activities identified in the North East Strategic Economic Plan to be
delivered between 2019 – 2021 include:
Stimulate new business
opportunities through the North
East Open Innovation Challenge.

Prioritise a regional pipeline
of projects to form a Strategic
Investment Programme.

Engage partners to identify and
drive business growth through
an Innovation Sectors and
Competencies Programme.

Coordinate regional partners to
provide enhanced innovation
support activity.

Increase private sector
investment into growing
innovation businesses.

Innovation Programmes
• Places to Innovate
• Support to Growth
• Delivery Partnership

Innovation Programmes

Places to Innovate

Innovation business
support to growth

Innovation delivery partnership

Places to Innovate

Deliver the full range of assets to
support innovation-led growth

Developing a comprehensive
demonstrator offer

Expanding the test-bed offer in
the North East

• ensuring businesses have
access to the facilities:

• Where we have a distinctive offer

• Providing access for market
ready ideas that support our
areas of economic growth

• to test, develop and demonstrate
ideas and grow new

• Seeking to attract international
research and business
engagement with the region

• established businesses on the back
of commercializing these ideas

• Fostering new opportunities for
local innovators to grow.

Enhancing and renewing the test and
development equipment
• Demonstrating economic impact and market demand

• To be rolled out across domestic,
commercial and industrial
locations

Updating the availability of incubation, workspace,
grow-on space and high-quality industrial and
commercial facilities.

Innovation Business Growth Programme

Getting ahead of the game

Towards a commissioning model

Smaller number of integrated
programmes

Sitting within the
Growth Hub 2.0 programme

Increased alignment of activity

Consultation events –
18th July / 17th September

Key principle is to focus on increasing private sector investment in RD&I

Innovation Delivery Partnerships

Invent
Research
Knowledge Transfer
Idea creation

Innovate
Translation
Development
Demonstration

Commercialise
Commercial take-up
Products
Service
Applications
Business Models

Innovation Delivery Partnerships

Innovation Delivery Partnerships

Formal legal governance
(ability to receive funding)

Regionally focussed but
potential for out of region
partners to join partnerships

Single point of co-ordination
for activity in region

Specific focus

Challenge led:
what issue does this address
in the North East economy

Alignment to Industrial
Grand Challenges

Clear relationship to LEP
Innovation Delivery Board

Identified capacity within
partnership to progress
joint delivery

Pipelining

The Pipeline Prioritisation Process is intended to identify and simulate the further development
of strong innovation projects in the North East. This process does not bring access to funding or
investment directly but aims to put North East projects in the best position in future competitions.
Further rounds will be undertaken including an approach to address identified gaps.
• Open invitation for project
ideas
• Set out criteria and widely
shared
• April to June 2019

• Prioritisation by Innovation
Board against strategic fit and
deliverability
• Identified three categories
of project - standalone,
business growth and
potential Innovation Delivery
Partnership
• 24 project proposals received
• July 2019

• Prioritised ‘standalone’
projects invited to work with
LEP to develop information for
Business Cases
• August 2019 onwards
• Progress reviewed by
Innovation Board quarterly.
• Potential IDPs and business
growth activities to be
progress through aligned
processes

Calling out key projects and propositions

Three programme model creates a framework for future funding
Opportunity to focus on specific “asks”
Projects will be picked out in Places to Innovate / Innovation Business Growth Programme / IDPs
There is a need to balance realism with opportunity to secure government backing for projects, initiatives and programmes
Grand challenge / IDP workshops in September
Other potential asks
• NE Challenge
• HEI “ask”
• Driving the electric revolution

Discussion questions

Does the approach being proposed tackle the issues holding back North East Productivity in
Ideas?
Does scale matter for this approach? If so, what scale is needed for this approach to make
substantial impact on productivity in the North East?

Is there anything missing from proposed approach?

We are keen that the North East LIS is outward looking. What partners outside the region should
the North East be working with on this approach?

Next steps

Feedback from engagement summit
Ongoing discussions with
North East LEP advisory boards
and other regional structures

Draft North East
Local Industrial Strategy

Final North East
Local Industrial Strategy

To be reviewed by Working
Group, Steering Group and
North East LEP Board

Agreed by North East LEP Board
and Secretary of State for
Business Energy and Industrial
Strategy

Submitted to government

Published by government

Bilateral discussions
with government

Thank you

